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Ember Days — Friday and Saturday.

Sympathetic Gin.

A Badin-Haller slips us the information that perfectly good gin can be made by distilling equal parts of resin, apple pealings, gum arabic and gasoline. Shake well before using.

The sympathy goes to the bereaved family. The victim will not feel it: Where there's no sense there's no feeling."

Use a Funnel.

If you want to blow moonshine into your dancing partner's ear, use a funnel to direct the flow. It might crack the enamel if it hit her face.

Or a Gas-Mask.

An asbestos gas-mask would make a good ear-covering. Puffs are apt to catch fire.

Notice to Contributors.

Since the Bulletin is generally prepared a week in advance, copy for the next issues should be in by Sunday noon, May 37. If you want your fortune told send your letter in immediately.

Late Communions Tomorrow Morning.

Remain fasting from midnight and you need not break your Novena. Come to the Walsh Hall chapel after 8:15.

Statistics.

The daily average for the year thus far is 658; the total to date is nearly 154,000. The average last year was 600; the total 146,000 for the whole year.

Real Freedom.

You may have noticed that an animal acts by instinct; his actions are predetermined: you can dope him out. Man is supposed to be free; but there is no freedom if he follows his inclinations blindly. People can study your inclinations and dope you out. It is by rising above his impulses that a man establishes real freedom. Do things that are hard to do if you want to gain will power.

The Pledge.

"I promise, in memory of the Sacred Passion of Our Lord, to abstain from all intoxicating liquors."

Prayers.

Two sick and three deceased relatives of students.